All relevant data are available from the Open Science Framework at [osf.io/hp8sd](https://osf.io/hp8sd).

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Individuals with body dysmorphic disorder (BDD) are preoccupied with perceived defects or flaws in their appearance, which are mostly related to the face and not or only slightly noticeable to others. Individuals with BDD experience different levels of insight concerning their beliefs about the perceived defects, ranging from good insight to delusional beliefs \[[@pone.0219791.ref001]\]. Rituals are common in BDD \[[@pone.0219791.ref002],[@pone.0219791.ref003]\]. Gazing rituals, such as mirror gazing or gazing at faces in magazines, are one of the most frequent ritual \[[@pone.0219791.ref004]\]: about 80% of BDD sufferers check their own appearance during mirror gazing or checking rituals, and about 90% compare their own appearance with that of others or gaze at other peoples' appearances \[[@pone.0219791.ref005]\].

Cognitive-behavioral models of BDD include gazing rituals as a relevant component \[[@pone.0219791.ref006]--[@pone.0219791.ref008]\] and a maintaining factor of BDD \[[@pone.0219791.ref003],[@pone.0219791.ref009],[@pone.0219791.ref010]\]. Specifically, BDD models hypothesize that rituals are performed in reaction to distressing feelings, which emerge from beliefs about the unattractiveness of the perceived flaw. Further, the models assume that gazing rituals strengthen these negative beliefs as well as the salience of the perceived flaw \[[@pone.0219791.ref004]\].

As BDD and OCD share common features, such as intrusive thoughts and rituals \[[@pone.0219791.ref008],[@pone.0219791.ref011]\], it is not surprising that BDD models are similar to OCD models \[[@pone.0219791.ref012]\]. Importantly, models of both disorders propose the same feedback loops: first, rituals reduce distressing feelings and second, these rituals reinforce the salience of relevant triggers and intrusive thoughts as well as the strength of dysfunctional beliefs \[[@pone.0219791.ref004],[@pone.0219791.ref012]\]. The content of intrusive thoughts in BDD is highly related to the evaluation of attractiveness, whereas intrusive thoughts in OCD are associated to uncertainty \[[@pone.0219791.ref004]\].

For OCD, effects of rituals have been empirically investigated for different kinds of rituals. The findings imply that OC rituals follow a paradoxical pattern of increasing uncertainty, although they are performed with the intention to reduce that very same uncertainty. For example, our colleagues \[[@pone.0219791.ref013],[@pone.0219791.ref014]\] showed that checking causes memory distrust in mentally healthy individuals as well as in individuals with OCD.

For the purpose of our current study, the findings of van den Hout and colleagues \[[@pone.0219791.ref015]\] are of particular interest. They investigated OC staring, which reminds of BDD gazing rituals, except for the differing relevant stimuli in OCD and BDD. Specifically, they tested the effect of staring at OC-relevant objects (in this study, a gas stove and a light bulb) on dissociation (e.g., derealization, or altered visual perception) and on uncertainty about one's own perception in 40 non-clinical individuals. Moreover, they investigated whether staring at an object affects dissociation and perceptual uncertainty specifically for the object that has been stared at (relevant staring) or whether it affects dissociation and uncertainty in general (i.e. also for other objects; irrelevant staring). They observed increased levels of dissociation in both conditions. In addition, staring was followed by a significant increase in perceptual uncertainty. This effect was significantly stronger for the relevant than for the irrelevant staring. Given that the same pattern has been found for OC-like checking rituals \[[@pone.0219791.ref014]\], the authors concluded that rituals, in general, cause increasing uncertainty, and that dissociation might explain this effect. Dissociation in this context was defined as a state of perceived distorted visual perception or as experiences of derealization. Although BDD models propose analog paradoxical effects of gazing rituals on the perception of flaws and the preoccupation with unattractiveness, these associations have not been empirically investigated, so far. Further, associations between gazing and dissociation and perceptual uncertainty have not yet been investigated with BDD-relevant stimuli.

The results of previous research indicate abnormalities regarding visual perception and appearance evaluation in BDD: based on self-report questionnaires, our colleagues found that individuals with (vs. without) BDD spend significantly more time on looking at others' specific feature(s) \[[@pone.0219791.ref016]\]. The authors concluded that the process of comparing, particularly of specific body parts, may contribute to the maintenance of BDD, but the study did not further investigate how gazing at others might maintain BDD. Experimental studies found that individuals with (vs. without) BDD shift their visual attention more often onto and remain longer on regions of concern in both their own and others' faces, but the studies did not investigate the resulting effects on attractiveness ratings \[[@pone.0219791.ref017]--[@pone.0219791.ref019]\]. Comparing BDD and OCD with regard to visual processing, study findings indicate differences between the disorders. Specifically, individuals with BDD tend to show more aberrant scan strategies when viewing faces than individuals with OCD, each in relation to mentally healthy individuals. Further, individuals with BDD show stronger impairments in facial emotion recognition tasks than individuals with OCD \[[@pone.0219791.ref020]\].

Up to now, the study findings on differences in attractiveness ratings between individuals with and without BDD are inconsistent. One study showed that individuals with (vs. without) BDD did not differ in their attractiveness ratings of other people's faces \[[@pone.0219791.ref021]\]. In contrast, another research group reported lower attractiveness ratings of others' faces and bodies in individuals with (vs. without) BDD \[[@pone.0219791.ref022]\]. Both studies focused on the comparison between groups of individuals (BDD vs. no BDD) and stimuli (faces/bodies of varying attractiveness) but did not investigate gazing as a potential factor for differential ratings of attractiveness.

Two studies with mentally healthy individuals offer first indications for an association between an increasing duration of looking at unfamiliar faces and lower attractiveness ratings \[[@pone.0219791.ref023],[@pone.0219791.ref024]\]. In these studies, presentation times ranged from 0.2 to 5s and thus do not seem to be ecologically valid for gazing rituals. Nevertheless, the reported findings are inconsistent with the findings of a group that investigated the effect of gazing (for 3.5 min) in non-clinical females \[[@pone.0219791.ref025]\]. They compared effects on different stimuli (unfamiliar facial photograph versus the own face in the mirror) and reported increasing attractiveness ratings from pre- to post-gazing for the unfamiliar face photograph but no changes for the own face after mirror gazing. For extreme groups of appearance-dissatisfied vs. -satisfied women (each *n* = 16), they found that appearance-dissatisfied women rated unfamiliar faces significantly more attractive after gazing then pre-gazing, and in contrast rated their own face significantly more unattractive after mirror gazing. In contrast, appearance-satisfied women showed no changes in attractiveness ratings for the unfamiliar face and significantly higher attractiveness self-ratings after mirror gazing \[[@pone.0219791.ref025]\].

In sum, while there is preliminary empirical evidence that BDD is accompanied by abnormal visual attention, attractiveness ratings do not seem to be generally affected. According to previous study findings, gazing might affect attractiveness ratings. In addition, earlier studies on OCD suggest that dissociation might play a decisive role in explaining the paradoxical effect of OC-like staring on perceptual uncertainty. Empirical evidence if gazing leads to the paradoxical effect on attractiveness ratings, that is hypothesized in cognitive-behavioral models for BDD \[[@pone.0219791.ref004]\], is still poor and empirical evidence on how this paradoxical effect may be explained is still lacking.

Thus, we aimed to further investigate the assumed paradoxical effect of gazing on attractiveness ratings. With regard to the findings on OC rituals, we additionally examined the effect on dissociation and uncertainty, and we differentiated between relevant and irrelevant gazing. Specifically, we hypothesized that 1) gazing increases dissociation, 2) gazing affects attractiveness ratings and 3) the effect of gazing on attractiveness ratings is significantly stronger when evaluating the face that has been gazed at (relevant gazing) than another face (irrelevant gazing). Further, we explored if gazing at a face affects perceptual uncertainty and if it affects individuals' confidence about their attractiveness rating.

We therefore extended the experiment of our colleagues \[[@pone.0219791.ref015]\] in the context of gazing at faces in a non-clinical sample. The induction of symptoms or specific cognitive processes (here: gazing) in non-clinical samples has been suggested as a valuable strategy to investigate their causal status \[[@pone.0219791.ref026]--[@pone.0219791.ref028]\].

Methods {#sec002}
=======

Participants {#sec003}
------------

A total of *N* = 65 nonclinical young female individuals participated in the study (*M*~*age*~ = 22.57, *SD*~*age*~ = 5.09). The sample size was determined to be at least N = 40, equal to the study by van den Hout et al. (2008). Eighty percent of the participants were university students, 16.9% were high school students, and 3.1% were doing voluntary work in the social or environmental sector for one year. The experimental conditions did not differ significantly concerning age, *U* (31, 34) = 551.5, *p* = .746, and years of education, *U* (31, 34) = 571.0, *p* = .406.

Design and procedure {#sec004}
--------------------

We used two facial photographs as BDD-relevant stimuli, which were taken from the FACES database \[[@pone.0219791.ref029]\]. The database does not permit to publish the original pictures. However, the stimuli codes can be received from the authors upon request. With regard to the expected age range of the participants, the photographs were chosen from the FACES age category young (19--31 years). To avoid potential confounding gender effects, we used photographs of female faces and included female participants only. We used photographs of two different faces to control for the possibility of differential stimulus effects.

The experiment consisted of three phases: *pre-assessment* (10 s focusing on the nose plus ratings), *manipulation* (10 min gazing at the same or a different face) and *post-assessment* (10 s focusing on the nose plus ratings). Further, the experiment consisted of three two-staged within- and between-group factors: *time* (pre- and post-test), *gazing* (relevant vs. irrelevant gazing), and *stimulus* (face A vs. face B).

The study protocol was approved by the review board of the Institute of Psychology, University of Münster (approval number: 2015-50-AM; date:11/02/2015). Participants were recruited via bulletin boards in the university. Each participant provided written informed consent after the study procedure had been fully explained. The experiment took place under constant light and sound conditions. Participants were randomly allocated to one of the groups using a random number generator. They were seated in front of a screen and were asked to look at the presented photograph for 10 s in each pre- and post-test (phase 1 and phase 3, followed by the ratings), and for 10 min in between (phase 2: gazing). To imitate the gazing habits of individuals with BDD, participants were instructed to focus on the nose(s) of the presented face(s). Stimulus size was 7 by 10 cm at a viewing distance of 80 cm, to keep a visual angle of approximately 5° by 7°. After finishing the experiment, participants were debriefed about the purpose of the study and reimbursed for their participation.

Assessments {#sec005}
-----------

*Dissociation* was measured with five self-report items on visual perception from the clinician-administered dissociation state scale, CADSS \[[@pone.0219791.ref030]\]. The items were rated on a 5-point-scale from 0 ("not at all") to 4 ("extremely"), with higher values indicating stronger dissociation. The items were: (1) "The face seemed unreal or dreamlike."; (2) "It seemed as though the face looked different than I expected."; (3) "I felt that the colors and intensity of the face had decreased."; (4) "I perceived the face as if I was in a tunnel, or as if I was looking through a lens."; (5) "It seemed as though I was looking at the face through fog, as if it was further away and unclear." The principle component analyses (PCA) with oblique rotation (oblimin) on the five items on dissociation (pre-test) suggested a one-factor solution. The factor with an eigenvalue of 2.78 explained 55.57% of the variance. Internal consistency was acceptable (*Cronbach's α* = 0.78). We thus calculated the total score of the five items for the analyses.

For the *attractiveness ratings*, we generated two items to assess how participants rated the attractiveness of the presented faces and noses respectively, and one item to assess the confidence about their judgment. Potential differences in aesthetic judgements, when the rated stimulus does not change in objective manners, and in the confidence about those judge-ments might help to understand changing levels of insight in clinical BDD. All items were rated on a 100 mm Visual Analogue Scale (VAS; 0 "not attractive at all"-- 100 "very attractive"; 0 "not certain at all"-- 100 "very certain"). We calculated a mean score for the first two items and kept the third item about the confidence of the rating separate. Internal consistency of the attractiveness rating was acceptable (*Cronbach's α* = 0.74).

*Perceptual uncertainty* was assessed with five items on a 100 mm VAS, derived from studies of our colleagues \[[@pone.0219791.ref031]--[@pone.0219791.ref033]\]. The items, rated from 0 ("does not apply to me at all") to 100 ("absolutely applies to me"), with higher values indicating higher uncertainty, were: (1) "It was as though I saw it, but it wasn't definite enough."; (2) "I saw it in a way, but it was all fuzzy."; (3) "I realized that I saw it, but the image was not clear somehow."; (4) "What I have seen during the last 10 s of observing the face, felt reliable." (reversed); (5) "I felt confident about what I saw during the last 10 s of looking at the face." (reversed). As the PCA suggested a two-factor solution, we named the two factors *clarity of perception* (*Cronbach's α* = 0.85) and *reliability of perception* (*Cronbach's α* = 0.87) and calculated separate mean scores for both factors.

To measure compliance, at the end of the experiment we asked the participants to rate how well they managed to focus on the nose during gazing. The item was rated on a 5-point-scale from 0 ("not at all") to 4 ("extremely").

Statistical analyses {#sec006}
--------------------

The data were analyzed using SPSS for Windows, Version 24.0 \[[@pone.0219791.ref034]\] and JASP \[[@pone.0219791.ref035]\]. We conducted PCAs to investigate the factor structure of the dependent variables after winsorizing outliers (\> *M* + 3*SD*) per item. Further, we conducted *t*-tests to test for potential stimulus effects at pre-assessment (face A vs. face B). As there were no pre-assessment differences on any dependent variable (*dissociation*: *t* (63) = 0.01, *p* = .99; *attractiveness rating*: *t* (63) = 0.21, *p* = .84; *confidence*: *t* (63) = -0.59, *p* = .56; *clarity of perception*: *t* (63) = -0.39, *p* = .70; *reliability of perception*: *t* (63) = -0.07, *p* = .94), we did not differentiate between the two faces in the main analyses (sensitivity analyses on all dependent variables are visualized in [S1 Fig](#pone.0219791.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The hypotheses were thus tested using 2 x 2 analyses of variance (ANOVA) with the between-person factor *gazing* (i.e. conditions relevant gazing, n = 31, and irrelevant gazing, n = 34) and the within-person factor *time* (pre- vs. post-assessment). Besides traditional null hypothesis statistical testing (NHST), the data were also examined by conducting Bayesian ANOVA, which allows for the computation of Bayes Factors (*BFs*) \[[@pone.0219791.ref036]\]. Bayes Factors enable us to quantify the evidence for or against the alternative hypotheses, whereas *p*-values from NHST mainly allow an evaluation of the null hypothesis \[[@pone.0219791.ref037]\]. In other words, a BF compares both hypotheses and estimates, if one of both seems more likely, given the data. The BFs for the interaction terms were calculated as proportion *BF* (main effects + interaction effects) / *BF* (main effects). *BFs* were interpreted as suggested by \[[@pone.0219791.ref038]\]: classifying BFs into 11 different groups, e.g. *decisive evidence for H*~*1*~ for BF~10~ \> 100 or *decisive evidence for H*~*0*~ for BF~10~ \< 1/100.

Results {#sec007}
=======

Compliance {#sec008}
----------

A one-way ANOVA revealed no significant differences in the compliance item between groups, *F* (3, 61) = 1.52, *p* = .22, indicating that all groups managed equally well to focus on the nose during the experiment. Means and standard deviations for the compliance item indicated that on average participants managed *moderately to well* to focus on the nose, with all *Ms* ≥ *2*.*24* and all *SDs* ≤ 0.81.

Does gazing increase dissociation? {#sec009}
----------------------------------

Means and standard deviations of the 2 x 2 mixed design ANOVA (time x gazing) are presented in [Table 1](#pone.0219791.t001){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0219791.t001

###### Dissociation, perceptual uncertainty and attractiveness rating.

![](pone.0219791.t001){#pone.0219791.t001g}

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Measure/\            Dissociation\   Clarity of perception\                             Reliability of perception\   Attractiveness rating\   Confidence rating\                                                                                                                                              
  condition            (5 items)       (3 items)                                          (2 items)                    (2 items)                (1 item)                                                                                                                                                        
  -------------------- --------------- -------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ------------------------ -------------------- --------------- --------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------- ---------------
  Relevant gazing\     4.32 (3.37)     7.94[\*](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"} (5.13)   39.61 (26.94)                47.46 (27.89)            39.08 (22.27)        46.05 (24.45)   59.10 (15.40)   41.82[\*](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}[^a^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"} (20.73)   63.23 (26.61)   60.26 (24.39)
  *(n =* 31*)*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

  Irrelevant gazing\   4.85 (3.69)     6.32[\*](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"} (4.53)   42.33 (21.93)                39.44 (25.97)            33.90 (20.88)        36.81 (24.68)   54.91 (18.70)   47.75[\*](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}[^a^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"} (18.87)   66.62 (23.32)   64.94 (26.71)
  *(n =* 34*)*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*Note*. Relevant gazing = AAA and BBB; irrelevant gazing: ABA and BAB; Dissociation = five items of the CADSS (clinician-administered dissociation state scale); Clarity and reliability of perception = items taken from van den Hout et al. (2008); Attractiveness ratings = three self-generated items;

\* = significant differences from pre to post with *p* \< .001

a\. significant interaction time x condition with *p* = .02

Importantly, there was a significant main effect for time, *F* (1, 63) = 15.09, *p* \< .001, *η*~*p*~^*2*^ = .19, reflecting that across both conditions, participants experienced higher dissociation post-gazing compared to pre-gazing. The analysis did neither reveal a significant main effect for gazing (relevant vs. irrelevant condition), *F* (1, 63) = 0.43, *p* = .51, *η*~*p*~^*2*^ = .01, nor a significant interaction time x gazing, *F* (1, 63) = 2.68, *p* = .11, *η*~*p*~^*2*^ = .04.

Supporting the results of NHST, the estimated *BF* (alternative/null) suggested that the data were 114.24 times more likely to occur in a model including a main effect for time, rather than in a model without this effect. The *BF* for the additional evidence for the interaction time x gazing was *BF*~*10*~ = 0.81 (*anecdotal* evidence for H~1~ for *BF*~*10*~ \[1/3;1\]), see [Table 2](#pone.0219791.t002){ref-type="table"}. This *BF* neither speaks in favor of the null hypothesis nor the alternative hypothesis, indicating that, given our data, it remains inconclusive if the interaction effect time x gazing exists.

10.1371/journal.pone.0219791.t002

###### Bayesian repeated measures ANOVA of dissociation.

![](pone.0219791.t002){#pone.0219791.t002g}

  Models                           *P(M)*   *P(M\|data)*   *BF*~*M*~   *BF*~*10*~   *Error %*
  -------------------------------- -------- -------------- ----------- ------------ -----------
  Null Model (incl. subject)       0.200    0.006          0.023       1.000        
  Gazing                           0.200    0.002          0.006       0.268        1.032
  Time                             0.200    0.649          7.384       114.240      0.724
  Gazing + Time                    0.200    0.190          0.936       33.405       2.376
  Gazing + Time + Gazing \* Time   0.200    0.155          0.731       27.214       3.252

*Note*. All models include subject. *P(M)* = prior model probabilities (before considering the data), *P(M/Data)* = posterior model probabilities (considering the data), *BF*~*M*~ = Bayes factor for the model, *BF*~*10*~ = Bayes factor for this compared to the null model.

Does gazing influence attractiveness ratings? {#sec010}
---------------------------------------------

Means and standard deviations of the 2 x 2 mixed design ANOVA (time x gazing) are presented in [Table 1](#pone.0219791.t001){ref-type="table"}.

Looking at the attractiveness rating, there was a significant main effect for time, *F* (1, 63) = 32.50, *p* \< .001, *η*~*p*~^*2*^ = .34, and a significant interaction time x gazing, *F* (1, 63) = 5.57, *p* = .02, *η*~*p*~^*2*^ = .08, but no main effect for gazing, *F* (1, 63) = 0.05, *p* = .83, *η*~*p*~^*2*^ \< .01. Specifically, all participants rated the presented faces as less attractive post-gazing compared to pre-gazing, but the ratings were significantly lower in the relevant gazing condition. The *BF* (see [Table 3](#pone.0219791.t003){ref-type="table"}) for the additional evidence for the interaction time x gazing only was *BF*~*10*~ = 0.94 (*anecdotal* evidence for H~1~ for *BF*~*10*~ \[1/3;1\]), which speaks neither in favor of the null nor the alternative hypothesis. This indicates that, given our data, it remains inconclusive if the interaction effect (i.e. the experimental manipulation affected participant's attractiveness ratings) exists.

10.1371/journal.pone.0219791.t003

###### Bayesian repeated measures ANOVA of uncertainty of perception (two factors) and attractiveness rating (two factors).

![](pone.0219791.t003){#pone.0219791.t003g}

  Models                           *P(M)*                  *P(M\|data)*                              *BF* ~*M*~   *BF* ~*10*~   *Error %*   *P(M)*   *P(M\|data)*   *BF* ~*M*~   *BF* ~*10*~   *Error %*
  -------------------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------------------------- ------------ ------------- ----------- -------- -------------- ------------ ------------- -----------
                                   clarity of perception   reliability of perception                                                                                                           
  Null Model (incl. subject)       0.200                   0.640                                     7.096        1.000                     0.200    0.386          2.513        1.000         
  Gazing                           0.200                   0.168                                     0.808        0.263         1.029       0.200    0.256          1.374        0.663         0.898
  Time                             0.200                   0.137                                     0.632        0.213         1.221       0.200    0.190          0.938        0.492         1.221
  Gazing + Time                    0.200                   0.037                                     0.152        0.057         3.715       0.200    0.130          0.597        0.337         2.866
  Gazing + Time + Gazing \* Time   0.200                   0.019                                     0.078        0.030         1.791       0.200    0.039          0.161        0.100         4.374
                                   attractiveness rating   confidence of the attractiveness rating                                                                                             
  Null Model (incl. subject)       0.200                   0.001                                     0.005        1.000                     0.200    0.591          5.775        1.000         
  Gazing                           0.200                   3.892e^-4^                                0.002        0.320         1.122       0.200    0.211          1.071        0.358         0.916
  Time                             0.200                   0.588                                     5.699        483.632       1.711       0.200    0.137          0.634        0.232         1.478
  Gazing + Time                    0.200                   0.212                                     1.073        174.151       4.662       0.200    0.048          0.203        0.082         1.382
  Gazing + Time + Gazing \* Time   0.200                   0.199                                     0.995        163.998       1.891       0.200    0.013          0.052        0.022         2.911

*Note*. All models include subject. P(M) = prior model probabilities (before considering the data), P(M/Data) = posterior model probabilities (considering the data), *BF*~*M*~ = Bayes factor for the model, *BF*~*10*~ = Bayes factor for this compared to the null model.

In contrast, participants, irrespective of gazing condition, did not differ in their confidence of the attractiveness rating, reflected by the absence of significant main effects for time, *F* (1, 63) = 0.50, *p* = .48, *η*~*p*~^*2*^ = .01, and for gazing, *F* (1, 63) = 0.57, *p* = .45, *η*~*p*~^*2*^ = .01, as well as the non-significant interaction time x gazing, *F* (1, 63) = 0.04, *p* = .85, *η*~*p*~^*2*^ \< .01. Additionally, the *BFs* (see [Table 3](#pone.0219791.t003){ref-type="table"}) indicated *anecdotal to very strong* evidence for the null hypothesis (H0), i.e. the experimental task does not affect participant's confidence of the attractiveness rating.

Does gazing influence uncertainty of perception? {#sec011}
------------------------------------------------

The results of the ANOVAS as well as of the *BFs* (see [Table 3](#pone.0219791.t003){ref-type="table"}) indicated no effect of gazing on individuals' uncertainty of perception. Means and standard deviations of the 2 x 2 ANOVA are presented in [Table 1](#pone.0219791.t001){ref-type="table"}.

There were no significant main or interaction effects on the two factors \[*clarity of perception*: time *F* (1, 63) = 0.36, *p* = .55, *η*~*p*~^*2*^ = .01, gazing *F* (1, 63) = 0.30, *p* = .59, *η*~*p*~^*2*^ = .01, time x gazing *F* (1, 63) = 1.68, *p* = .20, *η*~*p*~^*2*^ = .03; *reliability of perception*: time *F* (1, 63) = 2.19, *p* = .14, *η*~*p*~^*2*^ = .03, gazing *F* (1, 63) = 2.38, *p* = .13, *η*~*p*~^*2*^ = .04, time x gazing *F* (1, 63) = 0.37, *p* = .55, *η*~*p*~^*2*^ = .01\].4.

Discussion {#sec012}
==========

In this experimental study, we investigated effects of a BDD-like gazing ritual in non-clinical females to evaluate potential associations between such rituals and the preoccupation with appearance, as proposed in cognitive-behavioral models for BDD \[[@pone.0219791.ref004]\]. We examined effects of gazing on dissociation, attractiveness ratings, and uncertainty of perception.

Gazing increases dissociation {#sec013}
-----------------------------

As hypothesized, 10 min gazing led to higher levels of dissociation. We found this increase in dissociation from pre- to post-gazing across both conditions (relevant and irrelevant gazing).

Our finding on dissociation replicates the effect of increasing dissociation after staring at objects \[[@pone.0219791.ref015]\], although facial stimuli are more complex than object stimuli \[[@pone.0219791.ref039]\]. Further, our finding is in line with previous research on effects of gazing on dissociation: our colleagues reported dissociative experiences after gazing at a dot or at one's own face in the mirror \[[@pone.0219791.ref040]\]. Another researcher also observed dissociative phenomena in individuals gazing at their own face in the mirror \[[@pone.0219791.ref041]\]. Integrating these results, gazing itself seems to increase dissociation over time, apparently irrespective of the kind of stimulus (object, dot, own face in the mirror, photographed face).

Considering that the *BF* of our findings neither speaks in favor of nor against the interaction effect, it remains unclear, if (and if so, to what extent) changing visual input during gazing influences dissociative experiences. However, as gazing rituals seem to cause dissociation, the question emerges, if this causes further negative consequences, for example with regard to the appearance/attractiveness preoccupation.

Gazing decreases attractiveness ratings {#sec014}
---------------------------------------

Gazing was followed by lower attractiveness ratings of the presented face. This effect was even stronger if the rated face was the same than during the 10 min gazing period (relevant gazing). Our results suggest that gazing at a face per se lowers attractiveness ratings. However, gazing at a face most strongly decreases the attractiveness rating of the very same face. This finding might be especially helpful in explaining the severe effects of gazing at oneself, e.g. during mirror gazing, on the self-evaluation of attractiveness.

Remarkably, participants' confidence in their ratings did not change after gazing, that is participants irrespective of condition felt equally confident in their attractiveness evaluation pre- and post-gazing. This finding suggests that even though the decrease in attractiveness ratings after gazing is not based on any changes in objective matters (they rated the same photograph), the subjective devaluation of the rated face nonetheless feels real and reliable for the individual. In conclusion, individuals may believe in their devaluation of appearance after gazing which is likely due to a misperception (probably based on dissociation).

However, one study revealed contrary effects with higher (rather than lower) attractiveness ratings after 3.5 min gazing at a facial photograph \[[@pone.0219791.ref024]\]. There was also some preliminary evidence that the effect of gazing on attractiveness evaluation might be associated with appearance satisfaction. These inconsistent findings across studies (if and how gazing affects attractiveness evaluation) leave room for future research. We need to further investigate the impact of appearance satisfaction, gazing stimulus qualities (e,g, fixed photographs vs. living pictures in the mirror/ videotape) and the duration of gazing time on attractiveness evaluation.

Our results on attractiveness ratings indicate that gazing might not only, as BDD models assume \[[@pone.0219791.ref004],[@pone.0219791.ref007]\], lead to a more critical view on one's own appearance but also on other people's appearance. BDD models assume a negative influence of gazing rituals on the preoccupation with one's own appearance and the perceived flaw, but do not yet address the evaluation of other people's appearance. Future studies may further investigate this issue and its relevance for the explanation of BDD symptom etiology and/or maintenance.

Gazing does not influence perceptual uncertainty {#sec015}
------------------------------------------------

We did not find any significant effects on uncertainty of perception nor evidence for those effects as concluded from the corresponding *BFs*. On the one hand, these findings may seem surprising, because van den Hout and colleagues found an increase in perceptual uncertainty (main effect), especially during relevant staring at objects \[[@pone.0219791.ref015]\]. Thus, they discussed a possible general principle in OC-like experiences, namely that perseveration leads to uncertainty in the related domain (e.g. checking leads to memory uncertainty; staring leads to perceptual uncertainty). Given our current findings for BDD-like gazing at facial features, this does not seem to be a general, transdiagnostic principle with respect to uncertainty.

On the other hand, the inconsistent findings in OCD-related staring vs. BDD-related gazing may become consistent if we propose that the core construct 'uncertainty' in OC-related rituals corresponds to the 'evaluation of attractiveness' in BDD-related rituals. Since staring (at objects) in OCD is used to become certain about one's perception to *prevent* harm, inconclusive perceptions of potentially dangerous objects (e.g. stoves) are most likely to trigger uncertainty and thus fan the fear of making mistakes. In BDD, gazing (at faces) is used to *investigate* attractiveness (other than harm prevention). Inconclusive perceptions of faces may therefore most likely impact attractiveness evaluation and have thus the potential to fan preoccupation with appearance. Based on this hypothesis, study findings may follow the same pattern: Staring rituals and gazing rituals both lead to an increase, rather than a decrease, in preoccupation with pathological fears. This assumption is in line with current BDD models, which do address preoccupation with appearance instead of uncertainty \[[@pone.0219791.ref004],[@pone.0219791.ref007]\].

Further, the unaffected confidence in participants' attractiveness ratings pre- to post-gazing implies that gazing at appearance-related stimuli does not lead to doubts about an *accurate view* of the feature. This finding might correspond to the concept of insight. Individuals with BDD often show a lack of insight, that is they are convinced of their accurate and undistorted view of the perceived flaw or defect \[[@pone.0219791.ref001],[@pone.0219791.ref042]\]. Compared to BDD, insight is on average less impaired in individuals with OCD \[[@pone.0219791.ref011]\]. In correspondence, uncertainty increased after OC-related staring \[[@pone.0219791.ref015]\], but did not change after BDD-related gazing.

Gazing, dissociation, and attractiveness ratings {#sec016}
------------------------------------------------

We conclude from our findings of an increase in dissociation after gazing and a decrease of attractiveness ratings, most strongly after relevant gazing, that gazing rituals might have a causal effect on the evaluation of attractiveness. This effect might be explainable by dissociative experiences during gazing.

One could argue that dissociation during gazing rituals might impair the accurate processing of the stimulus, for example because it is perceived "unreal or dreamlike", and therefore prevents a valid memory representation of the stimulus. An inaccurate memory representation of the stimulus might affect the evaluation of other stimulus-relevant dimensions, for example the evaluation of attractiveness in the context of facial stimuli. In this case, gazing at faces increases perceptual inaccuracy, but unlike OC-staring this inaccuracy does not impact the subjective certainty about one's perception.

The hypothesized negative effect of gazing and dissociation on the attractiveness evaluation of an observed body part might have important implications for the therapeutic work with individuals with BDD. In this case, one may reduce gazing at others' as well as at oneself as part of ritual prevention. Provided that this negative effect similarly occurs in gazing at own features, mirror exposure tasks may be conducted in a way that prevents gazing and, thus, dissociation. One treatment manual recommends perceptual retraining as one component in the treatment of BDD \[[@pone.0219791.ref004]\]. Even though they do not refer to dissociation in the intervention, the instructions help to prevent dissociation: patients are instructed to look at themselves in the mirror in a more holistic way. They are instructed not to focus on their perceived flaws but instead to spend a balanced amount of time looking at various parts of the body.

Limitations and conclusions {#sec017}
---------------------------

There are possible study limitations that need to be addressed. We focused on BDD-like gazing at others, which is one of the most frequent rituals in BDD \[[@pone.0219791.ref005]\]. Especially with regard to former findings on gazing and dissociation \[[@pone.0219791.ref040],[@pone.0219791.ref041]\], there is little reason to believe findings would have been different if individuals had been asked to gaze at their own face. However, future studies may resolve this issue empirically by investigating relevant and irrelevant gazing at the own face. Further, we asked the participants how well they managed to focus on the nose but we did not control the gazing behavior with, for example, eye-tracking.

We examined a non-clinical sample and did not use stress induction pre-gazing to imitate distressing emotions, which are known to trigger engaging in gazing rituals \[[@pone.0219791.ref004]\]. Note that in studies on effects of repeated checking, individuals with OCD showed the same paradoxical decrease in memory confidence as healthy individuals \[[@pone.0219791.ref043]\], suggesting the same may hold true for the paradigm reported here. However, the study design limits the generalizability of the findings regarding effects in individuals with clinical BDD. Again, this is an empirical issue that awaits testing in studies with BDD sufferers.

In conclusion, this is the first study to investigate the experimental effects of gazing on dissociation and the evaluation of attractiveness. Our findings provide empirical support for the proposed associations in cognitive-behavioral models of BDD \[[@pone.0219791.ref004]\] and offer dissociation as a potential explanation for the decreased attractiveness ratings after gazing. We conclude that dissociation might be a key component of maintaining the vicious cycle during BDD-like as well as OC-like gazing rituals, but that in contrast to OC-related staring, dissociation while gazing in BDD affects the evaluation of attractiveness but does not increase uncertainty of perception (nor confidence in attractiveness evaluation). Although more evidence is needed to understand potential pathological effects on body image, this study may help inform therapists to become aware of the potentially negative effects of dissociation and gazing in treatment interventions.

Supporting information {#sec018}
======================

###### Pre-post-comparisons between faces and groups (black dots: Relevant gazing; grey dots: Irrelevant gazing) on the dependent variables dissociation, attractiveness rating, and uncertainty of perception.

Higher values indicate a) higher dissociation, b) higher attractiveness ratings, c) lower reliability and clarity of perception, i.e. higher uncertainty of perception. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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Click here for additional data file.
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